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Dearest Commander Of Greatness To The Needs To Terminate A "Provable" Hate
Conspiracy : Fools Said I : Babe,

San Bernardino Police Department

Sergeant Lanier Joseph Rogers III,

a human first, a black man next as in #BlackLivesMatter #PoliceLivesMatter down to
#AllLivesMatter [ spiral heart graphic ], to then follow the identity that you also hold as
"hero status" of award for your courage actions of what is this towns now infamy.

San Bernardino is my hometown. When past times in small talk of where i am from, the
mention of "San Bernardino" would engage a conversation response from most people as: 

"Where is that?".

I of course, found it amazing that as County of San Bernardino is the largest in our nation,
larger than the state of Rhode Island. This place I called home being so large physically, isMessaging
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so small mentally in the minds of most.

I would have to get into the mention of course that I was the centennial class [ 1883-1983
] of San Bernardino High School being in continuous open educational status, a status that
most municipal educational districts across the nation can't claim for a single school.

Then of course, I would have to geographically note the start of the first McDonalds down
the street a few blocks away. 

Now the person on the other side of this conversation seems perplexed they never heard of
San Bernardino before.  

Now we can get into my first job that manifested from here -- the efforts I placed into the
San Bernardino city library system.  See: Resume

But you are so full of your all high mighty prejudice that you have derailed this conversation
at the start. For me, I have no community presence and I have no community voice. You
have already made that determination of prejudice by my digital footprint long before you
walked in to this home. I am being drawn to tears as I write. I am proud of my digital
footprint, by the way.

I am not proud of the outcomes that a nation divided has backlashes upon me as a man that
is on a mission of peace. That mission is true, the messages sound and sane.

I am not proud to be a native born resident of San Bernardino that has a mass shooting in its
history and that the community will not step up to be a united force of unity in community
and stop this onslaught of hate that is being received in my life that puts me here in forced
persecution factors as a refugee from hate. The source of this hate as been identified and that
I cannot seem to find a person of moral agency to defend me instead of them; even though it
is them that is acting unprofessional; acting immoral; acting illegally; and acting insane.

I am not proud to be an American under these conditions that everyone around sees the truth
by their way of acting unprofessional toward me, and still continues to hold their belief that
this invisible secret that causes this unprofessional response is acceptable to hold against a
person, like me.

What did I do you all?

Absolutely nothing; but to follow these words to the letter and place a plain unvarnished tale
before the world that I have faith the world outside of this circle of hate that encapsulates me
locally to a state of "Informational Quarantine".
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What I did for the city library back then when I was 18, was to imagine something that never
existed before and manifest that something with the tools of creation of what was then a
microcomputer and a modem at my reach only because of Ben Franklin's idea --- The
Library System.
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To imagine that there is a Library and Information Science understanding within me at
masterful resource. That I am this man as native born citizen of the United States of America
and native born San Bernardino that no one is paying attention to. That I as this man that is
going to be lost to your reach to fix something that is a grand illusion of why this is
happening.

An ongoing continuous repeating cycle event after event after event of mass shootings, an
epidemic that so far no one has grasped the memetic understanding and applied some
recombinant memetics forces of information theory upon the society and fix the underlying
cause in the erosion of trust in this country.

Derail us off these worn out pathways that has ruts so severe that we continue on these trails
no matter how ruff the road is getting to our full and complete collapse of this nation.

If you want to stand out as being an asshole, you surely did that by the attitude you held
against me when you came to visit this home.  

I explained the mechanics of the mental illness prejudice meme and where it derails
common decency in communications to David Allen Driskill, who is part of his childhood,
he lived in this home as well. 

He gruw up here.

His half sister too, Mysti Dawn Driskill, who part of her childhood, she lived in this home. 

She gruw up here.

Actually, something to mention, is the BBS that I programmed for the San Bernardino City
Library system was one of two BBSes that I originally coded from scratch as there was no
such thing as commercial software for such an application of technology of a "BBS :
Electronic dial up Bulletin Board System"

See Mention "James Driskill" in Library Journal : Nov 1st 1986

and mention "James Driskill" in the San Bernardino Sun Newspaper:

Home Computers Can Talk To Library

Home Computers Can Talk To Library - Page 2

"Apples R Us BBS" running from inside the closet of my bedroom on a Apple ][e and 3, 5
1/4" floppy drives. 

The main boot up floppy after loading at power up was replaced by a data floppy meaning
the code was completely placed into memory. There was no hard drive on the computer and
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of course if something happened, like a power failure, it would have to be restarted -- no
turnkey operations at the time. 

i had to instruct every family member in this house how to recover the bulletin board upon a
power failure. 

This was a proud achievement of personally me and the Driskill Family to the
telecommunication service of the local and greater community of what was just coming into
being in the mid 1980s.

Mysti was my reliable agent of telecommunications to trust. 

Why am I mentioning these people of this household from a 2015 forward perspective?

Take us back to San Bernardino December 2015

You being awarded hero,

We could be, in this family, given a funeral for one of the family members that gruw up
under the roof of this home.  

For Mysti, she did not attend the Christmas party that day. Perhaps destiny. For her choice
was perhaps to be now included in this story.... for she might have been one of the victims.
She remains alive.

But you might as well kill me -- for I have been screaming into the deaf ears of community
for years. They are not listening.

You seem to have your own story of life or death outcomes that you went missing in the
wilderness and were found. Might that be also for the destiny to read this letter.

But you might as well call me dead. You took this letter and have already thrown it away.

But it will be filed here for the public, someone of destiny to find and save it out of the
disgrace of prejudiced --- for it is not #AllLivesMatter,

http://persons.fuckeduphuman.net/lanier.Joseph.Rogers.III/ 

That is not the equation that is the priority of this nation. This is a provable fact.

"I am like no other person that you have ever met and I know that is for sure." 

I am not what you think, even if you know I am part of the social outcast of a label that I
take to be proud of in my 911 SOS address to former President Barack Obama which starts 
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Forgive Me Truly.

http://barackobama.fuckeduphuman.net 

I AM PROUD TO BE MORALLY STRAIGHT TO BE PART OF THOSE YOU CALL

"T H E D I R T Y"

For I know when I meet our ALL MIGHTY MAKER, GOD HOLY --- that the mission and
the meaning of the messages that are before you now, I exclaim to GOD, they would not
listen. The full and complete collapse of 

T H E  D I V I D E D  S T A T E S O F A M E R I C A 

is pending with the prevailing attitudes I am embedded and attached to an intentional design
of social engineering that has failed. A hate conspiracy that no one cares that I am receiving
to apply a social correction to fix this piece is only a beginning to

#StopMassShooting : http://stopmassshooting.fuckeduphuman.net

@Gruwup 2019 : http://gruwup.net : Registered July 16th 2006,

to the physical address of

The Driskill Home

3260 Grande Vista

San Bernardino CA 92405

34°09'03.5"N 117°18'40.3"W

Also:

http://gruwupnetpeacebuildingwebsite.business.site

No such great reasons are found beyond this household in greater community -- this is a
provable fact!

"Great Reasons Us Will Unite Peace"
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This label cannot exist beyond this location, in the real world space communities that are
full of their hate memeplexs.  

They will not give up their hate. They will not relate to a man of peace. They refuse to see
the error in their ways.

For #AllLivesMatter can't take hold.

For "Real Up Human" can't be part of the mold, In writing of this this letter.... so bold to be
so old.

I hold my open arms wide --- for them to get their head out of there asses where the sunshine
of light and understanding does not shine. 

They all act as though this is acceptable, politically embolden and protected, they act as
untouchable, and I label it not!

The destiny of human kind to find this after I succumb  to the hate that is in their hearts that
memes and memeplexes that are patterned recognizable

The memetic science of this --- tell no lies

#FuckedUpHumanGeyserAssholes

Report this

Published by

James Driskill
Website Content Manager at Gruwup.net
Published • 3h

21 articles Follow

My hometown of San Bernardino, where I gruw up, does not take a serious attempt to find the role of "peace agent"  i 
because I have bipolar disorder, hiv/aids, am an gay male homosexual who happens to hold a digital footprint of a label 
known as "The Dirty" . The social services of Ryan White Care Act violate privacy of their clients among other offenses. 
This hate conspiracy is collaborated by negative outlook Glassdoor employee tier reviews of these federally funded 
agencies. As clients we have no voice. The leadership of these agencies have used #GangStalking tactics against me to 
remove my presence in their local community condoning and endorsing the hate memeplex within greater community.

Like Comment 1 Comment · 10 ViewsShare

1 Comment

Add a comment…

James Driskill 
Website Content Manager at Gruwup.net

• You

3mNote the following online locations of attempts to communicate onto the community.   

http://judge-wilfred-john-schneider-jr.fuckeduphuman.net/ 

http://judge-wilfred-john-schneider-jr.fuckeduphuman.net/%23Mpatapo/ 

These contacts of "agency of social authority", social services, doctor provider care, and the root 
itself, court authority that are in my direct interpersonal affairs. 

Each of these correspondence attempts archived by this network goes unanswered except one single 
submission for which the reply I receive was a lie. 

They are unable to answer; judge me unworthy of a community voice; continue to go on without Messaging
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Like Reply

reprimand for what they have done and continue to remain doing.   

These actions unaddressed by an "agent of authority" thus is condoning hate to go on unchallenged.  

#HateAllowedToWin in a huge big secret that is known by the upper rungs of this ladder of social 
engineering that was designed without memetics in frame present of mine. 
  
How the greater social trust would become infected outside of this microsum of hate to terminate 
the lives of those they deemed to have called "The Dirty" into all of our society.  That these forces 
designed with an imbalance to memetics continue without reprimand and control of the hate chaos 
in their way --- The responsible agent of wrongs done here continue forward with impunity. 

An embarrassment taking in all of what is documented -- an archive of a live life journal of a man on a 
mission of peace -- set before the Song Track and it's lyric meaning "Behind Blue Eyes", 

http://linkedin.the-divided-states-of-america.you-have-allowed-hate-to-
win.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Behind-Blue-Eyes/ 

Lions By Skip Marley: 
http://linkedin.the-divided-states-of-america.you-have-allowed-hate-to-
win.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Lions/ 
. 
Don't Lie To Me By Barbra Streisand From Album "Walls" 
http://linkedin.the-divided-states-of-america.you-have-allowed-hate-to-
win.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Dont-Lie-To-Me/ 

Which will it be?   Hey-You     or   Dust-In-The-Wind 

http://linkedin.the-divided-states-of-america.you-have-allowed-hate-to-
win.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Hey-You/ 

http://linkedin.the-divided-states-of-america.you-have-allowed-hate-to-
win.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Dust-In-The-Wind/

James Driskill
Website Content Manager at Gruwup.net
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